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Founded in 1918 as a manufacturer of textiles, Nittobo achieved success as the first Japanese company

to manufacture glass fiber and rock wool in 1938. The Company subsequently prospered with diversifi-

cation into such business areas as the medical and specialty chemicals fields, among others. Moreover,

Nittobo is leveraging its cumulative strengths in technological development with the aim of further

expanding its business domains. Today, we are dedicated to building a healthier and more comfortable

living environment.

Forward-Looking Statements
This annual report contains forward-looking statements concerning the Company’s business plans, strategies, and performance based on information available to 
management at the time of disclosure. Accordingly, readers are advised that actual results may differ from forward-looking statements for a variety of factors.
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Profile

The illustration featured on the front cover demonstrates examples of how Nittobo materials are used in a variety of

applications to support individual lifestyles as well as society as a whole. Examples range from personal computers,

mobile phones, pet bottle beverages, dishcloths, suits, stretch jeans, office ceilings, and roller blinds, to factories, movie

theaters, hospitals, aircraft and water tanks. Although often overlooked, Nittobo uses its strengths to support society.

On the cover : 
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Thousands of
Millions of yen U.S. dollars

2008 2007 2008

Net sales ¥ 136,537 ¥ 138,776 $ 1,362,782

Operating income 10,271 11,379 102,516

Income before income taxes and minority interests 9,210 8,007 91,926

Net income 5,928 4,615 59,166

Total assets 156,149 164,911 1,558,525

Total equity 75,929 72,025 757,849

Per share data:

Net income (Yen/U.S. dollars) ¥    23.98 ¥    18.66 $ 0.239

Cash dividend (Yen/U.S. dollars) 4.00 3.00 0.040

Shareholders’ equity ratio (%) 47.3 42.5

Return on equity (%) 8.2 6.7

Notes:1. Yen amounts have been translated into U.S. dollars, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥100,19=US$1 (March 31, 2008).
2. The computation of net income per share is based on the average number of issued shares (excluding treasury stock).
3. According to a new accounting standard for presentation of equity, which is effective for fiscal years ending on or after May 1, 2006, stock acquisition 

rights, minority interests and any deferred gain or loss on derivatives under hedge accounting are now presented as components of equity. Accordingly
the amounts of equity as of March 31, 2008 and 2007 are not directly comparable to shareholders’ equity of prior years, stated above.

Net Sales (Billions of yen) Operating Income (Billions of yen)

Net Income (Billions of yen) Total Assets/Total Equity

Total Assets

(Billions of yen)
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Years ended March 31



Katsumi Minamizono
Chief Executive Officer

To Our Shareholders
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Fiscal 2008, the year ended March 31, 2008, which

marked the second year of Nittobo’s “Relay 101”

Medium-Term Management Plan, saw the

Company decisively implementing business struc-

ture reforms. In the current fiscal year, Nittobo will

endeavor to secure stable profits in the face of

dramatic business environment changes carried

over from the previous fiscal year.

Consolidated Business Results

During the first half of fiscal 2008, the Japanese economy

was on a mild recovery course, with increased capital

expenditure resulting from solid performance in the corpo-

rate sector. From the second half of the year, however,

soaring crude oil prices brought about rising costs across

the entire range of raw materials. These developments com-

bined with global financial instability attributable to the sub-

prime loan crisis in the United States, leaving little room for

optimism in making forecasts for the forthcoming fiscal year.

As a result, net sales were down year-on-year by 1.6%,

to ¥136,537 million, operating income fell 9.7%, to ¥10,271

million, and net income expanded 28.4%, to ¥5,928 million.

Reviewing performance by division, the Company’s

mainstay Glass Fiber Products Division maintained revenues

and profits at levels similar to those of the previous year,

owing to strong demand for printed circuit board (PCB) sub-

strate applications. Meanwhile, fiber reinforced plastic (FRP)

and fiber reinforced thermoplastic (FRTP) applications as

well as industrial material applications felt the impact of a

decline in construction starts following the enactment of the

Revised Building Standard Law. The Building Materials

Division expanded the volume handled in line with the adop-

tion of ceiling materials for the interiors of large-scale build-

ings undergoing redevelopment, despite the impact of fewer

housing starts on thermal insulation materials.   

Amidst low demand for apparel products, higher vol-

umes of distinctive new garment interlining products and the

effect of improvements to production and logistics for Core

Spun Yarn (C .S .Y ®) stretch fabric significantly boosted

profits in the Textiles Division. Other Operations performed

well, including the Medical Operations, which primarily han-

dles clinical diagnostic reagents, the Specialty Chemicals

Operations, which develops and markets functional poly-

mers, and Beverage Operations.

Outlook for Fiscal 2009

Operating conditions in the fiscal year ending March 31,

2009, are becoming increasingly severe, with further sharp

rises in raw materials and fuel prices, the appreciating yen

and the impact of the Revised Building Standard Law. The

Nittobo Group is endeavoring to increase added value with

integrated production and sales, enhanced energy efficiency,

including fuel conversion, improved yields and productivity,

and the implementation of other measures to reduce costs.

However, in conditions such as these it will be difficult to

absorb the impact of soaring prices for crude oil and other

fuels by cost control alone. We ask for the understanding of

users when we introduce product price increases in our

efforts to keep low fluctuations in earnings to a minimum.

Relay 101: Three Basic Policies

Achieving Greater Breadth and Depth in Our Business Domains
Aiming to build new corporate value, Nittobo will concentrate its resources on
expanding into new business domains and developing new high-function, high-
value-added products.

Business Structure Reforms
Nittobo is endeavoring to establish a business structure capable of providing a
flexible response to changing market conditions.

Continuous Development of Corporate Governance Structure
While implementing definitive internal control system improvements, Nittobo aims
to institute a highly transparent corporate culture with full consideration of its
social responsibilities.
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2. Boosting Sales Capabilities—Competitive
Strength through Production-Sales Integration

How best to put the “tireless pursuit of customer satisfac-

tion” into practice is constantly in our thoughts while we

conduct our activities, and we endeavor to unconditionally

demonstrate and apply this concept to Nittobo’s 

technological prowess by means of the following measures.

● Reduce manufacturing and sales costs by being 

conscious of production and logistics efficiency as we 

conduct sales activities 

● Promote development of distinctive new products by 

acquiring timely and precise information on customer 

needs and industry trends

● Raise reliabil ity by improving product and service 

quality and managing delivery schedules

In support of business structure reforms, the second basic

policy in our medium-term management plan, we discontin-

ued in-house production of floor panels, withdrew from the

melamine decorative panels business by dissolving our joint

venture, and structurally reformed our glass wool subsidiary.

These moves were taken to deal decisively with underper-

forming business areas.

Our third basic policy, that of continuous development of

corporate governance structure, is producing results in

terms of the creation of a more transparent corporate 

structure and enhanced governance. 

Fiscal 2009 Management Policy, Focusing on
Issues Upcoming in the Medium-Term
Management Plan’s Final Year

In order to establish a corporate financial foundation that

can secure stable profits under any operating conditions,

the Nittobo Group is working to implement Relay 101, its

three-year medium-term management plan that sets forth

three basic policies: achieving greater breadth and depth in

its business domains; promoting business structure reforms;

and always working to refine the Company’s corporate 

governance structure. 

We are cognizant that further raw material and fuel price

increases, the trends of a strong yen and other negative 

factors are not transient, but rather will tend to be ongoing.

Taking measures based on this understanding is an 

urgent issue.

1. New Business and New Product Creation

The first basic policy under the medium-term management

plan is achieving greater breadth and depth in our business

domains, an important issue we will tackle in the current 

fiscal year.

In October of the previous year, to promote cross-divi-

sional R&D collaboration, we established the Research And

Development Head Office to integrate the research efforts of

all divisions. This has resulted in the emergence of a number

of specific examples of new business and new product 

creation. In existing businesses too, we have introduced

appealing, high-value-added products that, premium prices

notwithstanding, customers consider essential and that only 

foundation of profitability.
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The Nittobo Group’s dividend policy carries significant

weight on par with the Group’s other key management

issues. With due consideration given to the Company’s

profit trends and retained earnings in order to strengthen its

business base, Nittobo is working to achieve stable dividend

payouts over the long term. Nittobo increased its year-end

dividend amount by one yen per share, to four yen, for the

fiscal year ended March 31, 2008.

Retained earnings will be utilized for aggressive invest-

ment to accelerate the development of high-value-added

products for a more optimal product portfolio and the

launching of new businesses. Creating new value through

these endeavors, the Company will channel its monetary

reserves into the implementation of initiatives that directly

lead to improved productivity and product quality.

Aiming to Remain a Highly Regarded 
Corporate Group

Together with its Mission Statement, shared by executives

and employees, the Nittobo Group provides the Nittobo

Declaration of common values as a company trusted by

society, tirelessly pursues customer satisfaction, and offers

to customers safe products in its endeavors to deepen that

trust. Through our operations and actions, we aim to remain

a business group that justifies the appreciation of its share-

holders, customers, local communities and all stakeholders

alike when they consistently say, “I’m so glad it was Nittobo.”

We ask for the continued support of all shareholders and

investors as we pursue these efforts.

Katsumi Minamizono

Chief Executive Officer

June 2008

Our Commitment: The Nittobo Declaration

Mission Statement 

As a corporate citizen contributing to healthy and com-

fortable lifestyles, the Nittobo Group endeavors to raise

its value within society through consistent efforts to

realize a more affluent society for everyone. 

The Nittobo Declaration

• Under the Nittobo BP Declaration, we aspire to be

society’s best partner.

• We take pleasure in continuously pursuing customer

satisfaction, while faithfully delivering safety and

trust. We also believe in the importance of creating

and sharing in the delight of our shareholders,

investors, local communities and all stakeholders

alike through our corporate activities.

• We respect the individual potential of each of our

employees. Facilitated by teamwork, we aim to

become a more powerful corporate entity, based on

freedom of expression and the robust exchange of

ideas. 

• We believe in the interdependent development of our

employees and the Group, and thus offer our

employees opportunities to realize their potential and

grow. Nittobo employees are first and foremost

good citizens, reflective, open-minded and assured.

In addition, we tenaciously achieve whatever we set

out to do. 

We recognize the far-ranging impact of our actions

as a Group and approach each decision in a deter-

mined and enlightened manner.

Customers

Shareholders

Suppliers

Local 
communities Governments

Creditors

Investors

Executives and
Employees
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Textiles Division

Overview by Segment

(For the years ended March 31)

Building Materials Division

Glass Fiber Products Division

※ Changes in Business Segments: The Company changed its business segments starting from this fiscal year. The figures for fiscal 2004 to 2006 were not 
modified to conform to the accounting standards used for the new business segments.

Glass fiber yarn

Thermal insulation materials

Apparel products

Clinical diagnostic reagents
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Nittobo boasts a comprehensive business structure that covers everything from
the manufacture of glass fiber yarn and textile treatment processes through to
the development of composite materials, winning worldwide acclaim as a glass
fiber powerhouse. The Company is unstoppable in pursuing the potential of
glass fiber products, including electronic-use fine glass fiber yarns and ultrathin
fabrics, and fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) and fiber reinforced thermoplastic
(FRTP) in the compound base material field. Also making notable advances in
the industrial-use glass fiber field, Nittobo is expanding its glass fiber related
business to become the undisputed leader in the global glass fiber industry.

Nittobo pioneered the first successful industrial production of rock wool in
Japan, and Nittobo Group subsidiaries manufacture and market glass wool.
Rock wool and glass wool are characterized by their superior properties, such
as heat and cold insulation and sound absorption, and they are increasingly
utilized in construction materials for eco-friendly structures, as worldwide con-
cern about global warming prevention grows. Nittobo is also undertaking
asbestos removal work, other environmental operations and engineering 
operations. The Building Materials Division is constantly creating new busi-
nesses, aiming to contribute to the realization of a society that helps people
lead a more comfortable life.

The Textiles Division has occupied a key position in Nittobo’s business activi-
ties since the Company’s founding. Leveraging its technological expertise in
product development, covering everything from spinning to sewing, the
Company continues to introduce new high-value-added materials with
improved workability and functionality. Positioning stretch fabric Core Spun
Yarn (C.S.Y®) and apparel-use garment interlining as its mainstay products,
Nittobo is engaged in the development of products that respond to various
market needs.

Nittobo's Medical Operations, which engages in the clinical diagnostic reagent busi-
ness, is establishing a technological base in the genetic engineering field and pro-
moting industry-academe joint projects that encompass a wide range of subjects. 

Based on the Company's sophisticated polymerization technologies, the
Specialty Chemicals Operations focuses on the development of new polymer
materials, for which new applications are being sought in a variety of fields. 

The New Business Operation & Promotion Office is working to foster
products for development as cross-divisional projects. 

In its Beverage Operations, Nittobo undertakes PET bottle production and
beverage bottling through original equipment manufacturer (OEM) contracts.

The Company leases office space in commercial buildings and manages
sports facilities on former Nittobo factory sites through its Real Estate
Utilization Business. 

Major Products and Services

• Yarn (C·S·Y®)
• Textiles
• Apparel and other finished products
• Garment interlining
• Nittobo dishcloth

Major Products and Services

• Glass fiber yarn 
• Glass fabric 
• Glass fiber for FRP and FRTP
• High tensile strength glass fiber

(leading-edge compound material) 
• Glass fiber products for industrial applications
• FRP panels

Major Products and Services

• Fireproof, acoustic rock wool ceiling panels
• Floor panels
• Thermal insulation, acoustic and fireproof materials
• Environmental services
• Engineering Operations

Sound and noise abatement systems and plant construction

Major Products and Services

• Medical Operations
Clinical diagnostic reagents in biochemistry, hematology and immunology

• Specialty Chemicals Operations
DANFIX® dye fixative, development of applications of PAS and PAA®

• New Business Operation & Promotion Office
Hard coating agent SSG Coat and three-dimensional knit material 
PARAMAX

• Beverage Operations
280ml- and 350ml-size PET bottle beverages and manufacture of large
PET bottles

• Office Building Leasing and Sports Facilities Business
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Operating Results

In the glass fiber industry, IT, automobile, home electronics and

other related demand remained steady throughout the year.

However, impacted by the drop in construction starts, construction-

and home appliance-related demand was weak.

In the electronic-use glass fiber field, market conditions were firm

throughout the year, particularly for glass fiber yarns and fabrics

used in printed circuit board (PCB) substrates. Working toward the

optimization of our product lineup by shifting to high-value-added

products, we also recorded sales growth in fine glass fiber yarn and

thin glass fiber fabrics.

In the composite material category, including glass fiber used in

fiber reinforced plastics (FRPs) and fiber reinforced thermoplastics

(FRTPs), results were mixed. Buffeted by the drop in housing starts,

sales volumes in the principal home appliance application category

declined. Buoyed by steady trends in the automobile and home

electronics application categories as well as successful efforts to

revise product sales prices in the second half of the previous year,

Nittobo recorded sales growth.

Results in industrial-use fabrics were held to a slight decline.

Despite the drop in demand for building interior applications reflect-

ing lower construction starts, this was attributable to an upswing in

the sales of new products and increased demand from other fields.

Accounting for the aforementioned factors, net sales in the Glass

Fiber Products Division totaled ¥56,699 million, a slight decline of

0.2% compared with the previous fiscal year. Taking into considera-

tion an upswing in profits, due mainly to sales growth of high-value-

added products against the negative impacts of sharp hikes in the

cost of crude oil and other fuels as well as appreciation in the value

of the yen, operating income edged down 1.0% year on year to

¥7,528 million.

Business Strategy for Fiscal 2008

Looking ahead, IT-related high-function products are expected to

continue their favorable performance. Impacted by revisions to the

Building Standards Law, however, demand for residential application

is anticipated to remain flat. 

Taking full advantage of its comprehensive strengths in the man-

ufacture of glass fiber yarn and fabric processing techniques, Nittobo

will continue its shift toward more sophisticated, high-value-added

electronic-use glass fiber products. To this end, we will continue to

revise our product lineup and pursue a business tie-up with Taiwan-

based Baotek Industrial Materials Ltd. (refer to page 13)

In the composite material field, including FRPs and FRTPs, we

will adopt a policy focus of product differentiation concentrating

mainly on the automobile and non-residential categories. Guided by

the keywords “lightweight solutions,” we will endeavor to cultivate

new markets in an effort to expand sales.

In addition, Nittobo is taking concrete steps toward the release of

new products in the industrial-use fabric field. Together with our line-

up of existing products, we are targeting environmental-, energy

conservation- and safety-related applications—areas forecast to

attract increased demand. Looking ahead, we will cultivate new mar-

kets both in Japan and overseas in an effort to further expand seg-

ment sales.

The New Bangkok International Airport
The same membrane material featuring Nittobo's glass fabrics
used at the New Bangkok International Airport was also
employed in the canopies of the National Stadium (“The Bird’s
Nest”) at the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.

Overview
The Glass Fiber Products Division is working to build a business structure less susceptible to market fluctuations while sharpening its
competitive edge and further improving customer satisfaction. Specifically, we are shifting to sophisticated, high-value-added 
electronic-use glass fiber products while also bolstering our lineup of unique composite-material products. In the industrial-use fabric
category, we are pioneering new markets and promoting new product development.

Glass Fiber Products Division

Overview by Segment

Flat Fibers for Use in FRTPs (right)
Nittobo’s flat cross-sectional glass fiber is gaining wide accept-
ance through automobile and home electronics applications.

PCB Substrates
Glass fabrics are essential to
PCB substrates.
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Operating Results

In addition to the gradual cutback in public-sector investment, demand

from the building materials industry was weak on the back of a sub-

stantial decline in private-sector residential and nonresidential construc-

tion starts. This was in turn attributable to revisions to the Building

Standards Law.

In the thermal insulation materials business, sales of rock wool and

glass wool were down. Buffeted by the aforementioned revisions to the

Building Standards Law, housing starts declined. This placed significant

downward pressure on residential construction-related sales volumes.

In the interior materials business, sales volumes of Nittobo’s main-

stay fireproof acoustic ceiling panels improved as a result of increased

application in large-scale urban building redevelopment. With little

prospect of an increase in demand for its floor panels, Nittobo decided

to discontinue the manufacture of these materials at the end of the fis-

cal year under review.

Reflecting a temporary lull in demand on the back of a drop in

affected properties, Nittobo has experienced sales contraction in its

asbestos-removal operations. Weak results in the environmental busi-

ness have been exacerbated by the sudden increase in industry new-

comers, significantly intensifying competition.

Despite increased orders for equipment and machinery construc-

tion, engineering business sales declined. This was attributable to the

drop in large-scale acoustic-related construction projects.

As a result, net sales in the Building Materials Division totaled

¥54,018 million, a 5.3% decrease compared with the previous fiscal

year. Operating income dropped 49.6% year on year to ¥1,363 million

due mainly to the increase in raw material costs including crude oil and

other fuels.

Business Strategy for Fiscal 2008

Operating conditions in this segment are expected to become

increasingly severe due to revisions to the Building Standards Law

resulting in a drop in construction starts, an increase in raw material

prices driven up by sharp hikes in the cost of crude oil and other

factors. Against this backdrop, Nittobo will harvest the fruits of inte-

grated sales, production and subsidiary management to bolster its

earnings platform. At the same time, we will build an operating

structure that is capable of securing stable profits.

In the thermal insulation materials business, Nittobo, as a gener-

al insulation materials manufacturer, will continue working to cap-

ture a leading position in the domestic market through business

operations effectively coordinated on a Groupwide scale. To

achieve this goal, the Company will leverage its competitive advan-

tage in response to environmental problems while at the same time

expanding activities in existing markets and developing new prod-

ucts. (refer to page 13)

In the interior materials business, Nittobo will engage in highly

efficient production, review its product mix and build a structure that

is capable of accurately addressing market needs. In this manner,

we will continue endeavoring to secure a high level of profitability.

While striving to assure safety and security in its overall opera-

tions, Nittobo will endeavor to differentiate its environmental busi-

ness from competitors by consistently developing new asbestos

removal technologies. In this manner, the Company will work

toward achieving stable earnings.

Building Materials Division

Thermal Insulation Materials
Rock wool and glass wool for use in residential, office building
and plant construction

Ceiling Materials
Fireproof, acoustic rock wool ceiling panels for use
in general construction, including office buildings

Television Broadcasting Studio
Nittobo engages in the design and construc-
tion of acoustic studios.

Overview
The Building Materials Division is accelerating a host of initiatives aimed at stabilizing its profit structure. In addition to the careful selec-
tion of areas in which to focus management resources, we are also working swiftly to improve unprofitable businesses. In the thermal
insulation materials business, Nittobo is expanding its presence in existing markets while developing new products based on its overall
strengths. At the same time, we are shifting toward a more profit-based structure and launching market-needs-oriented products in the
interior materials business. In its environment business, Nittobo is working to expand the scope of its asbestos removal operations.
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Textiles Division

Apparel Products
Nittobo is bolstering apparel businesses based on its
substantial technological know-how.

Operating Results

The textile industry continued to confront a harsh operating environ-

ment due to a variety of factors including unseasonable weather

conditions. This contributed to weak apparel product consumption.

In core yarn and stretch fabric C.S.Y®, Nittobo worked to bol-

ster apparel marketing activities and expand textile export sales.

Despite these endeavors, sales declined amid a persistent drop in

overall demand.

In the garment interlining products field, Nittobo focused on

expanding sales in Japan of distinctive new products amid a slump

in apparel product market conditions. Buoyed by robust export

activity to Europe by Nittobo (China) Co., Ltd., the Group was suc-

cessful in offsetting the weak performance in domestic apparel.

Accounting for these factors, overall sales increased.

In the fiscal year under review, net sales in the Textiles Division

were ¥12,115 million, essentially unchanged from the previous fiscal

year. Operating income, on the other hand, jumped 93.5% year on

year to ¥566 million reflecting the benefits of continuous efforts to

improve efficacy in production and distribution activities.

Business Strategies for Fiscal 2009

Confronted by harsh operating conditions, Nittobo will continue to

develop original, high-value-added products and engage in highly

efficient business activities to maintain and enhance its competitive

advantage in the textiles industry.

Building on the success of the ultrafine C.S.Y® Slimstar, which

was launched in fiscal 2008, and the original fiber blend yarn Misty

Color, Nittobo will continue to leverage its domestic manufacturing

technological capabilities in the core yarn business to develop out-

standing new products. Slimstar is an ultrafine yarn that addresses

the growing market trend toward more lightweight, thin and attrac-

tive products. 

Following on the heels of the Air Wrap series—the world’s light-

est interlining—released in 2008, we plan to develop innovative

products in the garment interlining business that address diverse

user needs. Based on Nittobo’s proprietary coating and finishing

technologies, the Air Wrap series is responding to the trend toward

thinner and lighter outer materials.

From a profit perspective, we will redouble efforts to enhance

the cost competitiveness of our operations in China, focusing on tex-

tile manufacturing facilities.

Carrying on from our endeavors throughout fiscal 2008, Nittobo

will continue to tackle the establishment of a comprehensive produc-

tion structure, supported by cross-category collaboration. In expand-

ing the scope of our operations in China, the development of new

products and sales channels, we will work to stimulate new customer

needs. Coupled with efforts to expand overseas sales encompassing

Europe, we will shift to a more comprehensive textile business struc-

ture as we step up our development and promotional activities.

The Air Wrap Series—The World’s Lightest Interlining
Nittobo has developed a tissue-paper-thin garment
interlining (left).

Overview
The Textiles Division primarily handles core yarn and stretch fabric Core Spun Yarn C.S.Y ®, which are based on Nittobo’s long-stand-
ing advanced spinning technology, along with garment interlining products, which use woven fusible interlinings based on original tex-
tile-finishing technologies. Expanding its business development efforts that integrate the strengths of these products, while
accelerating initiatives based on coordinated division-wide operations, Nittobo is fostering its operations in China, facilitating more
efficient marketing activities and continuing its focus on customer service enhancement.

Ultrafine C.S.Y ® Slimstar
Slimstar (left) is an ultrafine yarn and approximately
half the weight of conventional yarn (right).
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Other Operations

Operating Results

The Medical Operations, which mainly handles clinical diagnostic

reagents, experienced sales growth in the fiscal year ended March

31, 2008. This was attributable to successful efforts to win new

customers and cultivate new clinical testing fields in Japan as well

to expand overseas sales.

Beverage Operations sales also increased steadily on the back

of efforts to bolster the Company’s production structure by

strengthening capacity and to expand business through new cus-

tomer and product development.

The functional-polymer products category of Nittobo’s Specialty

Chemicals Operations recorded sales growth, owing to firm 

exports of dye fixatives and steady trends in raw materials for 

household products.

In the Real Estate Utilization Business, Nittobo enjoyed solid

results in its real estate services and related activities.

Based on the aforementioned factors, net sales in Other

Operations climbed 6.8% compared with the previous fiscal year to

¥13,705 million. Operating income edged up 0.4% year on year to

¥1,603 million.

Business Strategy for Fiscal 2008

Medical Operations 
The Medical Operations, which started out as a synthetic substrate

business, is currently engaged in the clinical diagnostic reagent

business that covers the three fields of biochemistry, hematology

and immunology. Through its activities in each field and the devel-

opment of innovative products, Nittobo is committed to contributing

to the medical frontline.

In conjunction with joint academic and business research

efforts, Nittobo is engaged in protein production from genetically

modified silkworms. At the same time, the Company is active in the

search for new disease markers utilizing Clinical Proteomics analysis

as well as the development of hepatic disease and bone metabo-

lism markers and a diverse range of other original testing reagents.

Moreover, Nittobo is actively pursuing strategic alliances with

other companies in its efforts to augment its product lineup and to

develop clinical diagnostic reagents for remote care.

In the future, Nittobo will deepen its collaborative arrangements

with external research institutions with the aim of further accelerat-

ing R&D activities. Through these means, we will bring forward the

release of new products to the market, boost export activities

focusing mainly on the United States, China and Southeast Asian

countries and fulfill our overarching objective to expand and deepen

business domains.

Overview
Nittobo is leveraging its proprietary technologies in R&D activities in a variety of fields, aiming to foster and establish new business
domains. Specifically, the Company is applying its long-nurtured expertise to develop and commercialize new products in the Medical,
Specialty Chemicals, New Business, Beverage and other operations. At the same time, Nittobo is working to further expand the scale
of its activities in each of these fields.

Genetically Modified Silkworms
Nittobo is engaged in research activities
that involve the production of protein from
genetically modified silkworms under study
for pharmaceutical ingredients and reagent
applications.
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Specialty Chemicals Operations 
In its Specialty Chemical Operations, Nittobo is concentrating on

the development of innovative polymer materials based on special

polymerization technologies, while striving to identify new applica-

tions across a broad spectrum of fields.

The Company is also implementing various initiatives to expand

sales of its mainstay DANFIX® dye fixative as a wet rubbing fast-

ness improver and metal processing agent. In particular, with the

aim of pioneering new applications of the dye fixative in the fields of

raw materials for household products as well as new electronic

material additives, we are bolstering collaboration among internal

divisions while actively pursuing the shift toward high-value-

added products.

Building on its mainstream business as a supplier of raw 

materials for water-soluble polymer products, the Company is

active in the development of functional agents. Working to expand

its range of materials, Nittobo is looking to further broaden 

application fields. While maintaining our focus on employee 

education and training, we will promote product development

based on division-wide collaboration. Through these means, we aim

to expand business domains.

New Business Operation & Promotion Office
The New Business Operation & Promotion Office is charged with the

responsibility of uncovering new business opportunities based on its

proprietary technologies. Among a host of examples, Nittobo’s SSG

Coat, a fast-curing, hard, coating agent is enjoying increased use by

major electric home appliance as well as household equipment man-

ufacturers for its metal frame hard coat and antifouling properties.

SSG Coat is also attracting growing acclaim as a building mainte-

nance floor coating agent. This is attributable to its scratch-resistant

properties and its ability to facilitate cleaning. PARAMAX, a three-

dimensional knit material, is another product developed by the New

Business Operation & Promotion Office. In addition to its breathabili-

ty, PARAMAX boasts high springiness and elasticity. Complementing

its established application in bedding, PARAMAX is gaining wider

acceptance in the building materials field.

Looking ahead, Nittobo will continue to actively explore poten-

tial applications and drive the development of new products while

promoting increased collaboration with other businesses. To

achieve these goals, we will consistently endeavor to differentiate

ourselves from competitors, strengthen our sales and marketing

capabilities and build a constantly evolving business platform.

Beverage Operations 
Nittobo is providing comprehensive OEM services that accommo-

date various customer needs in the private-label beverage market,

covering everything from the manufacture and sale of PET bottles to

beverage bottling. In its mainstay small-sized PET bottle beverage

business, Nittobo is working to increase sales volume by meeting

the requirements of high-mix, low-volume production and making

strong efforts in product development. In the large-sized PET bottle

business, the Company manufactures and sells two-liter PET bottles

to beverage producers operating mainly in the mineral water market.

Looking at trends in Japan’s beverage market, overall shipping

volumes remain relatively stable. Bottled tea drinks including oolong

tea, a previous market driver, are showing a slight decline with

increased demand for bottled mineral water and carbonated bever-

ages. By container type, the use of PET bottles continues to

increase, representing more than 60% of the overall market.

Nittobo will expand the scale of its high-mix, low-volume pro-

duction to respond accurately to needs in the beverage market.

Moreover, placing top priority on the improvement of product quali-

ty, the Company will appropriately manage the use of raw materials,

adequately maintain its production facilities and lines and ensure

strict traceability of products after delivery.

These initiatives will allow Nittobo to enhance customer satis-

faction, which the Company believes is very closely linked with its

earnings growth.

Beverage Operations Production
Facilities and Lines
Nittobo is engaged in high-mix, low-
volume production based on extensive
product quality management.

Inkjet Printers
Nittobo’s proprietary functional poly-
mers provide superior fixing and water
fastness properties.

SSG Coat
SSG Coat continues to attract high
praise for its hardness and its highly
transparent and application-friendly
properties.



Topics

● Glass Fiber Products Division 

With the aim of capitalizing on increasing demand for high-value-added
glass fabric, Nittobo has formed a capital and business alliance with
Baotek Industrial Materials Ltd., a Taiwan-based glass fabric manufac-
turer and marketer. 

Nittobo boasts strengths in the field of high-quality ultrathin glass fabric, demand for

which is continuing to grow as a result of the trend toward lighter, more compact and

more advanced finished products in the electronic appliances sector. In such an envi-

ronment, Nittobo and Baotek entered into the alliance to build a formidable structure

that will enable stability of ultrathin glass fabric supplies over the medium and long

term. The alliance is also aimed at expanding Nittobo’s market share in Asia, where a

number of semiconductor manufacturers are engaged in intense competition. In the

meantime, Baotek is increasingly seeing its mainstay products applied in standard

rather than high-value-added finished products. Having sought to rectify this unfavor-

able situation, Baotek has identified the advantage of an alliance that will enable a

shift toward manufacturing processes geared for high-value-added products by lever-

aging Nittobo’s expertise and know-how. In this way, Baotek will be able to enhance

its product portfolio. 

Through this alliance, the two companies also intend to reinforce their founda-

tions in the glass fabric industry. At the same time, they will endeavor to stabilize

their business performance in the glass fabric industry, which is highly susceptible

to market fluctuations. 

● Building Materials Division

Nittobo’s Energy-Saving Products and Material Recycling— 
Promoting Effective Utilization of Limited Natural Resources

Wide-ranging applications such as the fireproof, acoustic and thermal insulation

materials used in buildings, houses, factories and other structures have been found

for rock wool and glass wool. Nittobo’s high-performance thermal insulation materials

are noted for the fineness of their fibers and their airtight characteristics, which con-

tribute to improved thermal efficiency in structures. Improved thermal efficiency con-

sequently helps reduce energy consumption associated with air-conditioning, which

ultimately leads to the reduction in CO2 emissions. 

Also, on the manufacturing front, the Nittobo Group is taking active steps to aid

global environmental protection efforts. Specifically, Nittobo collects and accepts

waste materials, including those generated by other companies, as recyclable

resources for reuse in its thermal insulation materials. The volume of these waste

materials substantially exceeds that of the waste materials for final disposal that

Nittobo generates. This provides proof positive that the Nittobo Group is making a

significant contribution to the realization of a recycling-oriented society. 

The Nittobo Group will continue to offer eco-friendly products and services and

by so doing will work to help preserve the irreplaceable natural environment for gener-

ations to come, thereby contributing to the creation of a society capable of sustain-

able growth. 

Melting  

Crushing / 
Fracturing   

Principal Raw
 Materials 

Rock Wool Recycling Process 

 Recycling flow 

Nittobo recycles waste
 materials received 

from other companies.  

 Blast furnace slag generated
 in steelmaking, various types
 of rocks 

Principal raw materials
and recycled materials 
are melted and fused in 
high-temperature furnace
then made into fiber by 
centrifugal processing  

 Rock Wool 
Products

Remaining
 Materials 

Destruction 

Waste 
Materials  

Waste 
Materials  

Renovation

● Thermal insulation materials 
● Ceiling panels  

Construction
● Buildings ● Houses  
● Factories 

Recycled glass 
Nittobo collects waste sheet glass
and empty bottles, reusing them in
the manufacture of glass wool for
thermal insulation materials. 

High-performance, 
fine-fiber glass wool 

Ultrathin glass fabric
Nittobo is working diligent-
ly to develop and expand
sales of highly competitive
products, including
micron-scale fine glass
fiber yarn and ultrathin
glass fabric

Finished product samples (mobile phone, digital camera, PC)
Nittobo’s high-value-added glass fabric is widely used in many
other finished products, including servers installed at mobile phone
towers. 
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Corporate Governance and Compliance

Corporate Governance

Basic Policies
At Nittobo, as we conduct our business activities with a high regard

for obtaining the social trust of our stakeholders, including share-

holders and investors, we are aiming at building an open and trans-

parent management structure. Posit ioning the continuous

development of its corporate governance structure as one of the

most important management issues of the Medium-term Business

Plan, “Relay 101,” the Company is aiming for constant improve-

ments of this structure, thereby reinforcing the Nittobo Group’s cor-

porate strengths. 

Corporate Governance Structure
Nittobo has established a Board of Directors and a Board of

Corporate Auditors as well as internal control systems that can

quickly respond to changes in the business environment. In June

2008, as part of ongoing efforts to refine the Company’s corporate

governance structure, the functions and roles of management and

the execution of business operations have been clarified. Moreover,

in order to bolster these, reforms have been implemented that

ensure a management structure whereby the directors and execu-

tive officers do not hold concurrent posts. Other measures being

implemented by the Company as of June 2008 are listed below. 

A) With the introduction of an executive officer system, efforts are

being made to further improve the decision-making and supervisory

functions performed by the Board of Directors and the business

operation functions of executive officers, reinforcing a management

structure that is capable of adapting to changes in the environment. 

B) Along with building a management structure that can flexibly

respond to changes in the operating environment, directors are lim-

ited to one-year terms in order to further clarify management

responsibility during the financial year.

C) The Board of Directors is composed of nine directors, including

one outside director, establishing a structure that further strength-

ens the supervision functions of the Board of Directors as a body

for executing business operations. 

D) The Board of Corporate Auditors consists of four corporate audi-

tors, including two external appointees, establishing a highly trans-

parent and fair structure for the monitoring of management. 

E) The dismissal of directors is subject to an ordinary resolution by

the Board of Directors in accordance with the Corporation Law of

Japan (Article 339, Section 1; Article 341).

The Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is composed of nine directors. In addition to

its monthly ordinary meetings, the board holds extraordinary meet-

ings on an as-required basis, focusing primarily on management

decision-making and business execution supervision. Information

General Meeting of Shareholders

Executive Officers

Glass Fiber Products Division

Building Materials Division

Textiles Division

Medical Operations,
Specialty Chemicals Operations,
New Business
Operation & Promotion Office
and Beverage Operations

Administration
Division

Accounting AuditorBoard of Directors,
Directors

Audit Office

Board of Corporate
Auditors, Auditors

Supervision of the executive function and internal control systems

Corporate Legal 
Counsel

Corporate Conduct
Committee

COO

CEO

concerning directors’ performance is documented and recorded for

future reference. 

Also, based on an executive officer system that Nittobo intro-

duced in June 2003, the Company’s eight executive officers are

tasked with the execution of smooth business operations. In con-

junction with their executive responsibilities, the executive officers

hold weekly meetings regarding business operations to deliberate

on important business matters and make decisions on items other

than those decided by the Board of Directors.

The Board of Corporate Auditors
The Board of Corporate Auditors consists of four corporate audi-

tors, including two external appointees. Full-time corporate auditors

regularly attend meetings organized by the executive officers for

deliberating such important items as the Company’s management

policy and strategy and making decisions on items other than those

decided by the Board of Directors. Corporate auditors are provided

with opportunities to exchange opinions with the CEO on a regular

basis, while directly receiving reports on business execution status

from general employees. Furthermore, the Board of Corporate

Auditors holds meetings with the accounting auditor at least three

times a year and bimonthly meetings with the Audit Office to confer

on audit plans, progress status and results. 

Regarding the execution of the Board of Directors’ duties, the

Board of Corporate Auditors formulates audit policies and deter-

mines the role of each corporate auditor in auditing operations.
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Compliance

Internal Control Systems 
As principles that underlie its internal control systems, the Company

has formulated a “Mission Statement” and “Code of Behavior.” As

top management is proactively setting best-practice examples of

these principles, the Company is stepping up efforts to familiarize all

executives and employees with these principles. 

As part of the Group’s endeavors to improve effectiveness,

internal control systems have been established, and regular reviews

of in-house regulations and systems pertaining to the proper func-

tioning of compliance systems and risk management are undertak-

en (PDCA cycle). The Corporate Conduct Committee, which serves

under the direction of the Board of Directors, institutes basic

polices, the Compliance Department. conducts follow-up reviews

and the Audit Office conducts internal audits. 

Moreover, the Company receives guidance from its corporate

legal counsel regarding compliance-related matters and has a whis-

tle-blowing system in operation to more effectively prevent or cor-

rect corporate misconduct within the Group in a timely manner.

Risk Management 
Nittobo is striving to identify a myriad of risks in its businesses, raise

the awareness of these risks among all Group employees and ulti-

mately prevent its exposure to them. All these risk management

activities are undertaken in accordance with the Company’s in-

house regulations, “Rules for Risk Management.” In addition to

these fundamental risk management activities, the Company has a

system in place to counter risk exposure associated with incidents

that are difficult to foresee: in the event that such a contingency as

a product defect or a natural disaster occurs, the Company swiftly

sets up a task force headed by the CEO to minimize the damage

and other adverse effects on its operations and performance. In

addition, as ongoing efforts to better identify risks, prevent exposure

to them and minimize the impact from the aftermath of risk expo-

sure, the Company is vigorously implementing initiatives to improve

its corporate culture and operational processes and secure a high

level of management transparency, as well as educating its employ-

ees on risk management. 

• Risk analysis/assessment 
• In-house regulations and
   manuals preparation • Educational and

   awareness activities 
• Information
   management

• Regulations and systems’
   validity review 
• Dissemination assessment
   of Mission Statement,
   policies and guidelines

• Clarification of items
   to be improved
   (Regulations, systems
   and educational and
   awareness programs)

PDCA
Cycle

Plan

Do

Check

Action

Customers,
Consumers

Local and overseas
communities Employees

Shareholders

Suppliers

Delivering products
and services based on fair trade

and collaboration

Providing continuous
and stable returns as well as
increasing corporate value

Helping to build 
a healthier

and more comfortable
living environment

Contributing to 
a prosperous community

Creating an ideal workplace
with respect for individuals

 

Maintaining 
the highest standard in

business ethics,
contributing to environmental 

protection and to society,
as a good corporate 

citizen

Creating value 
through diversification

and globalization

Providing products
and services that enhance

customer satisfaction

Internal Audit 
Nittobo has established the Audit Office as an independent internal

audit organization comprised of six personnel—four employees and

two concurrently appointed personnel—which undertakes audits of

the execution of business operations throughout the Group. Major

subsidiaries of Nittobo have also set up their own Audit Offices and

are working to better secure operational soundness. 

Nittobo's Declaration
At the same time that the Medium-term Management Plan, 
“Relay 101” was established, the Company formulated the “Nittobo
Declaration,”which outlines a set of common values that aim to estab-
lish trust in business within society. In addition, we are striving to build
a healthy corporate culture.
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CEO, COO, Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Auditors

Chief Executive Officer Katsumi Minamizono

Chief Operating Officer Yoshitada Shiratori

Managing Directors Seikou Kotani

Toshihiro Miyai

Directors Mitsuo Iwashita

Ichiro Maekawa

Tadashi Akai

Toyoshi Nishizaka

Hideaki Shimizu

Kunihisa Hama*

Managing Executive Officer Masanori Koyama

Executive Officers Katsuhiro Katayama

Nobuo Kawabata

Isao Furusawa

Shizuo Tada

Akihiko Watanabe

Shigeru Sakuma

Corporate Auditors Hideo Kanatani

Kiyohide Nakazato

Hiroshi Nakamura**

Keisuke Sasahara**

(As of June 27, 2008)

*   External Director
**  External Corporate Auditor

Katsumi Minamizono
Chief Executive Officer

Yoshitada Shiratori
Chief Operating Officer 




